A model for parallel and distributed programs, the dynamic process graph (DPG), is investigated under graph-theoretic and complexity aspects. Such graphs embed constructors for parallel programs, synchronization mechanisms as well as conditional branches. They are capable of representing all possible executions of a parallel or distributed program in a very compact way. The size of this representation can be as small as logarithmic with respect to the size of any execution of the program.
Introduction
Large parallel or distributed computations tend to have a lot of regularities. For example, the same instruction sequence may be executed by many processors in parallel. To describe the elementary steps and the logical dependencies among them one can use graphs, often called process or data flow graphs. One would like to keep the description of the parallel processes and their dependencies as compact as possible, for example not to unfold parallelism if this is not necessary. For this purpose, we have introduced a new graph model called dynamic process graphs, DPG for short. For a detailed motivation see [4] .
These graphs possess an additional labelling function specifying the mode of the input and output behaviour of each node, where a node represents a process of the computation. This allows us to model basic primitives for specifying parallel programs, like fork and join. Following the OCCAM notion, these modes have been called ALT and PAR. If the input mode of a task v is ALT then in order to execute v one of the direct predecessor tasks has to be completed, whereas in case of PAR all of its direct predecessors have to be completed. A corresponding requirement is specified by the output mode when v has been finished. For the ALT output mode one of its direct successors (respectively all of them in case PAR) has to be initiated.
If one restricts the input and output mode to PAR then this variant is equivalent to ordinary data flow graphs. Using both modes, however, the representation of parallel programs by dynamic process graphs can provide an exponential compaction compared to the length of the actual execution sequences. Given a dynamic process graph, the first question that arises is whether it describes a legal parallel program. If yes then one would like to find an efficient execution of the program specified in such a compact form. We assume here that enough parallelism is available, so that the question turns into the problem of executing the program as fast as possible.
Dynamic process graphs and Boolean circuits are somehow related. We have shown that such graphs can be used to model computations of a circuit [4] . This has then been used to prove that dynamic process graphs using arbitrary combinations of modes provide a very compact nontrivial representation. Finding an optimal schedule, which is N P-complete for ordinary graphs, turns out to be N EX PT IME-complete. A similar complexity jump has been observed for classical graph problems in [1, 6, 7] . These papers have shown that simple graph properties become N P-complete when the graph is represented in a particular succinct way using generating circuits or a hierarchical decomposition. Under the same representation graph properties that are N P-complete, like HAMILTON CYCLE, 3-COLORABILITY, CLIQUE etc., become N EX PT IME-complete.
If we put restrictions on the modes of a dynamic process graph its execution becomes easier. In [4, 5] we have given a precise complexity classification for the different subclasses. The most interesting subclass seems to be DPGs for which the output mode is restricted to PAR, but for the input mode both alternatives are possible. Such graphs are still able to model, for example, the two natural ways in which objects of an object-oriented language can be activated: the total case, where all input parameters have to be specified before activation, and the partial case, where an object fires for any specified parameter once. For PAR-output graphs computing the minimum schedule length remains N EX PT IMEcomplete [5] . This means that the search space of all possible solutions still has double exponential size.
This paper is concerned with approximations of optimal schedules for parallel programs specified by dynamic process graphs. Our main focus will be the maximal process duplication and the maximal overlap when executing different threads of programs. For the subclass of PAR-output graphs we prove a quadratic upper bound on their minimum schedule length. This contrasts to the unrestricted case for which this bound may be exponential. Thus, restricting the expressive power of this graph model leads to parallel and distributed programs with time complexity being decreased drastically. We will also show that an appropriate schedule can be constructed and executed time efficiently if enough processors are available. The optimal schedule can be approximated in a highly distributive fashion.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we will give a formal definition of dynamic process graphs. Section 3 exhibits structural properties of this computational model. The upper bound on the approximation of an optimal schedule will be derived from a sequence of transformations described in Section 5. The distributive implementation is discussed in Section 7. We will conclude with some open problems.
Dynamic process graphs and runs
For a DAG, a directed acyclic graph G = (V , E) with node set V and edge set E, let pred(v) denote the set of direct (also called immediate) predecessors of a node v ∈ V (the in-neighbourhood), and succ(v) its direct successors (the out-neighbourhood). pred * (v) denotes the set of all predecessors of v, i.e., all nodes where v is reachable from. A source is a node with indegree 0, a sink has outdegree 0. 
Definition 2.1. A dynamic process graph (DPG) G = (V , E, I, O) consists of a finite DAG (V , E) and two node labellings
As size of a DPG G (respectively a run H G ) we take the number of its nodes denoted by |G| (respectively |H G |).
A DPG G will be called executable if and only if there exist runs for it.
If not both types of modes occur in a DPG we get a restricted DPG. For example, a DPG with output mode O ≡ PAR will be called a PAR-output DPG, and if I ≡ ALT an ALT-input DPG.
As usual, our DAGs are not allowed to have multiple edges between a pair of nodes u, v. However, some constructions and illustrations given later in Section 5 will have several edges e 1 = (u, v), e 2 = (u, v), . . . running in parallel. This is only done to simplify the presentation. To be formally correct, such edges can be distinguished by adding nodes in the middle, thus generating the edges
. . Since these dummy nodes have indegree and outdegree 1 the input and output mode of these nodes are inessential. This local simplification will not have any influence on the essential properties of the DPGs considered there. Fig. 1 shows a node v with input mode Q 1 and output mode Q 2 . Throughout the paper we will illustrate the ALT-mode by a white box, the PAR-mode by a black box. In the following illustrations, for the convenience of the reader, the execution instances of a process will be grouped together in a shaded box. Fig. 2 gives an example of a DPG and two runs of it. DPGs can be used to specify parallel programs in a compact way. A run then corresponds to an actual execution of the program, which can be smaller than its defining DPG. More typically, however, a run will be larger than the DPG itself since the PAR-constructor allows process duplications. The runs in Fig. 2 illustrate this property. We have shown an upper bound on the maximum size blow-up, respectively the possible compaction ratio of DPGs. Thus, DPGs may have processes that require exponentially many execution instances with respect to the size of their description (an example illustrates Fig. 17) .
The motivating question for our study of DPGs is how efficiently a compactly specified parallel program Π can be executed. Note that this is a crucial problem during compiletime. Furthermore, we like to construct an optimal schedule for the tasks of Π (compare, e.g., [2] ). The result above implies an upper bound for the scheduling time of such a compactly represented program. However, this bound may be much too pessimistic. If enough processors are available it is conceivable that runs use only linear time or even less by executing many tasks in parallel. The maximal possible speedup obviously depends on the delay occurring when processors have to exchange data.
Definition 2.2. Let G = (V , E, I
, O) be a DPG and H = (W, F ) be a run of G. If w ∈ W is an execution instance the subrun R(w) is the subgraph of H induced by pred * (w), i.e., it consists of w and all its predecessors together with all their connections in F . We call a subrun R(w) of H k-overlapping iff for every node v ∈ V it holds
A run H is k-overlapping if all its subruns are k-overlapping. A 0-overlapping run will also be called non-overlapping. The overlap function for DPGs is given by
We say that G requires k-overlap iff γ (G) k.
Note that non-overlapping implies that each subrun has to be isomorphic to a (not necessarily induced) subgraph of G. This condition seems to be quite natural when executing tasks in parallel. Fig. 2 , however, shows that runs may not be non-overlapping, even for DPGs with output restriction PAR. The two execution instances of the sink s induce two different subruns. For the run illustrated in (b) each subrun is non-overlapping, and it is isomorphic to a subgraph of G. In (c) both subruns R(s) for the two execution instances corresponding to the sink s contain both execution instances of process t.
The maximum size of a subrun of H gives a better upper time bound for executing H than just the size of H because all subruns can be executed independently in parallel. Moreover, if a DPG G has a non-overlapping run then its execution instances can be executed in linear time with respect to the size of G.
Now we give a formal definition for scheduling DPGs. It is based on scheduling its runs, which will be considered as ordinary precedence graphs. Let δ be a parameter describing the communication delay of the system. To schedule a run H = (W, F ) with delay δ we assume that an unbounded number of processors can be used. In each unit-time interval a processor P can execute one single node w. In order to schedule w at time t each direct predecessor of w must have already been executed-either by P itself in previous time intervals or by some other processor by time interval t − 1 − δ such that the result of this predecessor can arrive at P on time. Scheduling precedence graphs in the presence of communication delays has first been considered in [8] .
Definition 2.3.
A schedule S for a DPG G with delay δ is a schedule of a run H = (W, F ) of G. Let T (S) denote the length of S, i.e., the point of time when S has executed all execution instances. The minimum schedule length of G is then given by
T (S).
To establish lower bounds, instead of the optimization problem to compute T opt (G, δ) and a schedule S achieving this bound we consider the decision problem. The complexity of DPGS has been analysed in [4] . In general, the problem is difficult since runs may be of exponential size. The situation for computing an optimal schedule is even worse. The number of different runs can even grow double exponentially.
Theorem B [4] . There exist families of DPGs with double exponential many different schedules with respect to the size of the underlying graphs.
The structure of runs
In Theorem A we have seen that the size of a run can be exponential with respect to the size of its underlying DPG. But this does not imply that an optimal parallel execution of such a run requires exponential time. Each subrun may be small, thus exploiting enough parallelism the whole run may be completed quite fast.
The amount of overlap is a useful tool to estimate how efficiently a DPG can be executed in parallel. A simple thought shows that if G = (V , E, I, O) possesses a non-overlapping run then, independently of the communication delay, one can achieve T opt (G, δ) |V |. On the other hand, if G possesses a k-overlapping run then the following inequality holds:
First let us investigate the question whether non-overlapping runs always exist for a given DPG. 
Input restricted DPGs

DPGs with output mode ALT
The non-overlapping property does not hold anymore when the input mode may varyeven if one restricts the output mode. In case of O ≡ ALT, consider the simple graph in Fig. 3 . It requires two execution instances for process v, and both have to be predecessors of the sink. However, we can show: Proof. The upper bound on the number of execution instances can be shown by a flowargument. Regard an ALT-output DPG G as a flow graph with unlimited edge capacity. We will construct a flow on G such that the flow leaving a node corresponds exactly to the number of execution instances this process requires. The requirement for the sources to have exactly one execution instance generates an initial flow of size κ from the sources to their direct successors. The ALT output mode implies that the flow does not increase. On the other hand, an internal node v with input mode PAR will decrease the flow by | pred(v)| − 1. The flow leaving a node corresponds exactly to the number of execution instances this process requires. 2 Since the number of sources is trivially bounded by the size of the DPG we get a linear upper bound on the overlap and a quadratic bound on the maximum size of a run.
To see that these estimates are asymptotically sharp consider the following family of Fig. 4 . The nodes of G k partition into three subsets
. . , q k }, and a single sink s. The sink has PAR-input mode, all other nodes have ALT as input and output mode. The edges are given by:
From the requirements of a run it is not difficult to verify that these DPGs have unique runs illustrated in Fig. 4 with linear overlap. Thus we can state the following result:
Unrestricted DPGs
By Proposition 3.2, in case of ALT output mode runs have a quadratic increase in size at most. In the unrestricted case, this property does not hold anymore as the following result shows.
Proposition 3.4. For each natural number k there exists a DPG
Proof. G k is constructed as follows. It consists of 2k + 1 nodes V k := {v i | 1 i 2k + 1} such that the first k + 1 nodes form a complete DAG as well as the last k + 1 nodes: The modes are given by We claim that for every run
Adding up these numbers we get that a run H k requires 3 
Assume that this equality is true for the graph
followed by a single node v k+1 , which is a direct successor of any node v i of G 1 k−1 . Because the input mode of v k+1 is ALT and the output mode of any node in
G 2 k consists of a single node v k+1 followed by a copy of
is a direct successor of v k+1 . We have to show that for any run of G 2 k it holds
This is simply the property dual to
Hence, these DPGs require runs H k of exponential size. In order to schedule such a run either an exponential number of processors or exponential time is necessary. In particular, since H k possesses only one sink it does not pay to utilize more than 1 processor if the communication delay δ k is large-here δ k = |H k | = 3 · 2 k−1 suffices.
Corollary 3.5. For the family
Let us remind that communication delay complicates the scheduling problem with an unlimited number of processors significantly only if the delay grows with the size of the graphs [3] .
PAR-output DPGs
In the rest of this paper we will analyse the remaining case of DPGs with output mode restricted to PAR. Contrary to the previous cases, there does not seem to be an easy argument how the size of their runs and their scheduling time can be bounded. We will achieve this goal by estimating the maximum overlap necessary. As one can see in Fig. 2 (c) PARoutput DPGs may have runs that are overlapping. Fig. 2 (b) shows that this overlapping run can be modified into a non-overlapping one. Such a property, however, does not hold in general; in other words, there exist DPGs G with γ (G) > 0.
As the main technical result of this paper we will establish a nontrivial upper bound on γ (G). The proof will be constructive. From it we can deduce an efficient approximation method for computing an optimal schedule. Furthermore, this approach allows a fast parallel implementation.
In the following, only for the purpose of simplifying the presentation, some DPGs will be drawn with multiple edges between two nodes u, v. Instead of using multiple edges we could differentiate such edges by splitting them and adding an additional node in the middle. This, however, would only blow-up the construction.
In general it will not be necessary to make an explicit distinction between multiple edges between two nodes u, v. If necessary we will use subscripts to uniquely label them: Proof. We construct a PAR-output DPG G = (V , E, I, O) as follows. Let V := {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k} and E be defined as in Fig. 6 . Note that G has multiple edges (e.g., between a and b). Let I (v) := PAR for v ∈ {a, f, k}, and the remaining nodes have ALT input mode.
We claim that for this graph γ (G) > 0, i.e., every run of G requires nontrivial overlapping. To see this let us assume to the contrary that H G = (W, F ) is a non-overlapping run of G. The unique characteristic vector of G is (1, 2, 3, 4, 4, 4, 6, 8, 12, 12, 12) . Let 2 , w 3 }, and name the execution instances such that We colour the nodes of H G using four colours 0, 1, 2, 3 as follows:
The colouring of nodes in W (g) and in W (h) will be inessential, therefore we omit to specify them. For each node x ∈ W (j ) define C(x) := if x is a successor of w . Hence, a multiset describing the colours of the execution instances in W (j ) is equal to (4.1) {1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3}.
For any x ∈ W (d) ∪ W (e) let C(x) be equal to the colour of its direct predecessor. Moreover, for any x ∈ W (f ), if z ∈ W (d) and y ∈ W (e) denote its direct predecessors then one of the following four cases has to occur (otherwise H G would be 1-overlapping):
In case (1), (2) and (3) 
Hence, the multiset describing the colours of W (f ) is equal either to {1, 1, 2, 3} or to {1, 2, 2, 3}. For x ∈ W (i) let C(x) be equal to the colour of its predecessor in W (f ). This implies that the multiset of colours of W (i) is either (4.2) {1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3} or {1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3}.
Obviously, we get that for any x ∈ W (j ) node w C(x) is a predecessor of x, and additionally if C(x) ∈ {1, 2} then also v C(x) is a predecessor of x. Moreover, for any y ∈ W (i) it holds that if C(y) ∈ {1, 2} then node v C(x) has to be a predecessor of y; if C(y) = 3 then it is required that w 3 is its predecessor. Now consider the connections between W (k) and W (i), W (j ) in H G . From the remark above it follows that if x ∈ W (j ) and y ∈ W (i) are direct predecessors of z ∈ W (k) then it holds
These conditions and the multiplicities of colours (4.1) imply that for = 1, 2 it holds
But according to (4.2) this is impossible, thus we get a contradiction. 2
The DPG in Fig. 6 and its runs already look quite complicated. It was not easy to find such an example of a graph with nonzero overlap, and it seems that this construction cannot be iterated to establish a better lower bound. Thus, the best lower bound on the overlap of PAR-output DPGs known to us at the moment is only 1. On the other hand, establishing good upper bounds also turned out to be quite difficult. By a lengthy and complicated construction we have been able to prove the following nontrivial bound.
Theorem 4.4. For every executable PAR-output DPG G it holds γ (G) log 2 µ(G).
The proof of this theorem will be given in Section 6. For each fixed µ-value we will construct a most complicated DPG with respect to overlapping and establish an upper bound on its overlap.
From Theorem 4.4 and the exponential upper bound on the maximum size of a run µ(G) 2 |G|−1 we can conclude γ (G) |G| − 1, i.e.:
Corollary 4.5. Every executable PAR-output DPG has a run with an overlap that is linearly bounded with respect to its size.
As indicated above, this result implies a nontrivial upper bound for scheduling PARoutput DPGs. Hence, PAR-output DPGs can be executed quite fast. Our proof will be constructive and yields an efficient method to generate a schedule S for G with T (S) |G| 2 .
We obtain this upper bound for the minimum schedule length by considering γ (G)-overlapping runs for G. It may be conjectured that runs with minimum overlap can always be scheduled in optimal time T opt (G, δ). But we can show that this is not the case. Proof. Fig. 7 illustrates such a family of DPGs. Run (a) in the middle is non-overlapping, run (b) on the right is 1-overlapping. The sequence A is the chain of execution instances for 
Transforming PAR-output DPGs into a normal form
Our overall proof strategy to approximate the minimum schedule length based on the notion of overlap can be described as follows. We define a special family of PAR-output DPGs that have a regular structure called normal form. It will be shown that these DPGs require the largest overlap. This is done by proving that an arbitrary PAR-output DPG can be embedded into a normal form DPG without increasing the number of executions of its sinks. Furthermore, a run for a normal form DPG can be transformed into a run of the original DPG without increasing the overlap. Finally, for DPGs in this normal form we are able to establish an upper bound on the overlap. Their regular structure allows us to make an inductive construction that generates runs with small overlap.
This section describes the transformation of PAR-output DPGs into a normal form DPG. It will be quite technical. For DPGs G of this special form we will establish the upper bound on their maximum overlap γ (G) in the following section. Combining this bound with a reverse transformation for corresponding runs from the normal form to an arbitrary graph and ensuring that the overlap does not increase during this procedure the upper bound on γ (G) for arbitrary G as stated in Theorem 4.4 will be obtained.
DPGs with synchronization
Given an executable PAR-output DPG G, to construct a γ (G)-overlapping run seems difficult. To warm up, let us first consider a restricted class of PAR-output DPGs. First, it will be proven that such graphs have non-overlapping runs. This will be our starting point to generalize the proof techniques to arbitrary PAR-output DPGs. Proof. By induction, assume that this claim holds for every synchronized DPG of depth (the base case = 1 being trivial), and let G be a synchronized DPG of depth + 1. Let G be the DPG that we get from G by cutting off all sources of G. Note that G is a synchronized DPG of depth . By the inductive assumption, there exists a non-overlapping run H G for G . Furthermore, let L 0 := {q 1 , . . . , q k } denote the set of sources of G, and L 1 the set of nodes which are connected directly to these sources. Then we can generate a non-overlapping run H G = (W, F ) for G as follows.
( 1 
Now consider an arbitrary executable PAR-output DPG G = (V , E, I, O). The transformation of G consists of five stages:
Each stage puts an additional restriction on the graphs as follows:
(A) every node with input mode ALT has indegree exactly two; (B) every direct predecessor and every direct successor of a node with input mode PAR has input mode ALT;
(C) the sources and sinks have input mode PAR and on every path from a source to a sink the input mode of the nodes alternates; (D) for each value i µ(G) there exists at most one PAR-input node that requires exactly i execution instances. This unique node will be called u i in the following; (E) for each pair of numbers 1 i j with i + j µ(G) there exists at most one ALT-input node v i,j requiring exactly i + j execution instances such that  (u i , v i,j ), (u j , v i,j ) are edges of G E , where u i , u j are the unique nodes with i (respectively j ) execution instances. This includes the special case i = j in which there are two edges that run from u i to v i,j . These transformations will not change the µ-value of the DPGs-the maximal number of execution instances a process requires. Furthermore, we will make sure that if G E has a γ (G E )-overlapping run then the graph of each stage has a γ (G E )-overlapping run, too. More precisely,
γ (G) γ (G A ) γ (G B ) γ (G C ) γ (G D ) γ (G E ).
Stage A: indegree exactly 2
As the first step the indegree of each node v of G with I (v) = ALT is reduced by replacing it by an appropriate binary tree in G A . From a γ (G A )-overlapping run H A of G A we show how to construct a γ (G A )-overlapping run H of G.
To obtain H from H A one only needs to delete all execution instances of nodes of the auxiliary binary trees except for the roots and then connect the roots with the remaining execution nodes in the obvious way.
The details of this transformation G (A)
−→ G A are as follows. Since every node with only one direct predecessor can be assigned input mode PAR, we can assume that each node with input mode ALT has indegree at least 2. In the new DPG G A = (V A , E A , I A , O A ) each ALT-input node will have indegree exactly 2. Every v ∈ V has a counterpart g A (v) in V Awhich for short will be denoted by v -with the same input and output mode. For every edge (u, v) such that I (v) = ALT with indegree(v) = 2, or I (v) = PAR, we add the edge . The transformation of G is illustrated in Fig. 8(a) . We extend the mapping g A to the edges of G by In general, for a mapping g : V ∪ E → V ∪ E between graphs G = (V , E) and G = (V , E ) we define an inverse partial function
In the special case of the function g A since it is injective its inverseḡ A can be considered as a partial function with range V ∪ E.
We generate a run H := (W, F ) for G by simply deleting the execution instances of dummy nodes from the run H A := (W A , F A )
of G A and connect the execution instances of the nodes g A (v) directly as described by the dummy execution instances (see Fig. 8(b) ). Since the dummy nodes only introduce simple paths in the run of G A , the resulting graph is a run for G. Note that this modification can be performed for each subrun independently. Let us call a path dummy if all its nodes except the endpoints are dummy nodes. Then a formal definition can be given by
F := (s, t) ∈ W × W | (s, t) ∈ F A or there exists a dummy path from s to t in H A .
This operation does not change the maximal number of execution instances required to execute the DPG. Furthermore, if the run of G A is k-overlapping the same holds for the run of G obtained this way. Hence, we have shown:
Lemma 5.3. µ(G) = µ(G A ) and γ (G) γ (G A ).
For later implementation of this transformation let us add the following remark. Given a run H A of G A we can compute a run H for G by usingḡ A and deleting all the dummy nodes and edges starting at a dummy node locally. Hence, this operation can be performed at each node and each edge of H A independently in parallel.
Stage B: with respect to the input mode, PAR-nodes are surrounded by ALT-nodes
If we remove from G A all nodes with input mode ALT it will fall apart into a bunch of connected components C 1 , C 2 , . . . that contain only PAR-input nodes. With respect to the execution problem a component C i almost behaves like an ordinary process graph since both input and output are fixed to PAR. In particular, all its nodes require the same number of execution instances. Thus, we can shrink each such component C i to a single node c i to obtain a reduced DPG G B = (V B , E B , I B , O B ) (see Fig. 9(a) ).
Speaking Fig. 9(b) .
Thus, it holds
Lemma 5.4. µ(G A ) = µ(G B ) and γ (G A ) γ (G B ).
The inverse mappingḡ B is also a local operation on the graph G B . Moreover given a run H B for G B we can compute a run H A for G A by performing a mapping based onḡ B on each element of H B independently in parallel. 
Stage C: the input mode alternates; sources and sinks have input mode PAR
To achieve property (C) it suffices to add dummy nodes with PAR-input mode to G B between successive nodes that have the same input mode, which, due to the previous transformation, can only be the ALT-mode. In addition, we can make sure that the input mode of each source and each sink is PAR. This transformation will be denoted by g C (G B ) := G Can example is illustrated in Fig. 10 . Note that this transformation increases the size of the graph by a factor of at most two. To generate a run of G B using a run H C of G C we delete the execution instances of the additional PAR-input nodes and connect their predecessors and successors directly-(see Fig. 11 for an example). It follows directly: As in stage A, the inverse functionḡ C can be computed by a simple local operation on G C . Given a run H C for G C we can compute a run H B for G B by usingḡ C and deleting all the dummy nodes and edges. As in the previous stages this operation can be performed on each execution node and edge of H C independently in parallel.
Lemma 5.5. µ(G B ) = µ(G C ) and γ (G B ) γ (G C ).
After having performed this transformation one can divide the nodes of G into levels as indicated by the gray horizontal sections in Fig. 10 . In every level all its nodes have the same number of execution instances. Since the input mode alternates and ALT-input nodes increase the number of execution instances, whereas for PAR-input nodes this number stays constant, each level has depth at most 2. We define these levels as follows: L 1 (G) contains the sources, which all have input mode PAR, and L i (G) for i > 1 the level such that the number of execution instances of a process is i. 
Stage D: eliminating PAR-input duplicates
The next step reduces the number of PAR-input nodes at each nonempty level L i to a single node such that for any value i µ(G) there exists at most one PAR-input node with i execution instances called u i . To construct the new DPG G D , for every node v ∈ V C with Fig. 10 ). This operation may generate several edges e between a pair of nodes u , v of G D . As in stage B, they are handled differently according to their type. Parallel edges running into the same PAR-input node, that means v represents a level L 2 i , are reduced to a single edge, whereas two parallel edges e running into an ALT-input node v are kept. They will be named (u , v ) 0 and (u , v ) 1 . From a run H D for G D one can construct a run for G C in a straightforward way. Each execution instance of a node c i has to be expanded to a cluster of nodes that represent the complete level L 2 i . Connections to execution instances of direct predecessors and successors can then be made in such a way that the overlap does not increase. Simply label all execution instances of duplicates in a consistent way and draw the edge connection correspondingly (see Fig. 12 ). If L 2 i has several connections from or to a process u we make sure that in the run for each cluster representing L 2 i its edges to execution instances of u all choose the same execution instance. Hence, if H D is k-overlapping so is the run H C constructed this way.
Lemma 5.6. µ(G C ) = µ(G D ) and γ (G C ) γ (G D ).
Again, the inverse transformationḡ D is local. Furthermore, given a run H D for G D one can construct a run H C for G C for each execution instance and edge independently and in parallel.
Stage E: reducing the number of ALT-input nodes
In the final stage, for each non-empty level L i we collapse the number of ALT-input nodes that have the same predecessors to a single node in order to achieve the final property that for all values i, j, k µ(G) with k = i + j and i j there exists at most one ALT-input node v i,j . This is done as in the previous transformation. Fig. 10 illustrates the procedures and Fig. 13 shows an example for the corresponding run transformation. Again, the mappings and their inverse are local, and the overlap does not increase.
Lemma 5.7. µ(G D ) = µ(G E ) and γ (G D ) γ (G E ).
Summarizing we have shown 
Proposition 5.8. Every DPG G can be transformed to a DPG G E fulfilling properties (A)-(E) as specified above. In particular, every path in G E from its unique source to its unique sink alternates with respect to the input mode of its nodes, µ(G E ) = µ(G), and γ (G E ) γ (G).
A linear upper bound on the maximal overlap
To finish the proof of Theorem 4.4 we will restrict the class of DPGs still further. Given a graph of type G E , a corresponding complete DPG is obtained from it by expanding its levels L 1 up to L µ(G E ) to their maximal size such that conditions (A) to (E) still hold. This transformation generates a unique DPG that only depends on µ(G E ). DPGs in such a normal form turn out to be easier to analyse.
Before discussing the special properties of these graphs we will relate arbitrary DPGs to this normal form. A DPG G is a subgraph of a DPG G iff for the underlying graphs the ordinary subgraph relation is fulfilled and the input and output modes of corresponding nodes match. Note that for DPGs this subgraph ordering does not behave monotonically with respect to executability and overlap. For example, consider the graph obtained by adding the two edges (a, i) and (a, j ) to the DPG in Fig. 6 . This larger graph has a nonoverlapping run (to find such a run is not too difficult and we leave it to the reader), whereas the original DPG requires 1-overlap as we have proven.
Thus we need additional restrictions in order to relate γ (G) and γ (G ) if G is a subgraph of G. Hence, a run for G can be constructed as a subgraph from the run
Therefore, the set of predecessors of each execution instance of t ∈ W in H G is a subset of its predecessor execution instances in H G . 2 It is not hard to check that this graph satisfies all five properties (A)-(E). Moreover, it holds µ(C ) = . As an example the complete DPG C 6 is illustrated in Fig. 14 . As a result of the sequence of transformations described in the previous section C is the largest possible graph obtainable when starting from DPGs with µ-value at most . Thus, by Proposition 6.1 this graph is the worst example that can occur with respect to the maximum overlap. The motivation for considering this special family of graphs is that for these complete graphs we are able to prove a general upper bound on the maximum overlap necessary. Before proving this result let us consider its implications in more detail. Given an arbitrary PAR-output DPG G = (V , E, I, O) with := µ(G), by the sequence of transformations (A) to (E) we obtain a DPG G = (V , E , I , O ) with µ(G ) = and γ (G) γ (G ). Since G satisfies properties (A) to (E) we can consider it being a subgraph of C . More precisely, its nodes can be named such that V ⊆ V , in particular for u k ∈ V it holds |W (u k )| = k for any k . Every node of G requires the same number of execution instances in G as in C . Hence, Proposition 6.1 implies
Corollary 6.4. γ (G) γ (G ) γ (C µ(G) ).
Combining this estimation with Theorem 6.3 we arrive at the claim of Theorem 4.4
γ (G) log 2 µ(G).
Proof of Theorem 6.3. We construct a run H for C recursively. Consider two induced subgraphs of C denoted by G even and G odd that are obtained as follows (compare Fig. 15 ):
Note that G odd is executable, while G even is not if 4. The process v 1, 3 in G even requires 1 execution instance, the process v 2,2 requires 2. But such a situation is in conflict with the PAR-input mode of u 4 which implies that all direct predecessors must have the same number of execution instances. To make G even executable we add a new source c to the graph and an edge (c, v i,j ) if i, j are both odd. This new graph-let us call it G evenpossesses a run H even = (W even , F even ) with the properties
The construction of H even is straightforward. In particular, it holds
For the recursive step, G even is transformed by the function Fig. 16 ). Let For any v ∈ V we define a set of execution instances W (v) ⊆ W as follows. Let W (u 1 ) := W 3 (u 1 ), and for k = 2, 3, . . ., define
For i, j with 1 i j and i + j = k let 
To construct the edges F of H we proceed as follows: For odd i and j with 1 i, j and 
It is easy to see that H is a run of C : the equations in (6.4) imply that each node of C has the correct number of execution instances. From the definition of the edge set it follows that the connections between the execution instances are correct, too. Therefore, the overlap of H is increased to 1 + log 2 /2 at most.
Scheduling PAR-output DPGs quickly
Since PAR-output DPGs may specify runs of exponential size, even if the input mode is restricted to ALT (see Fig. 17 ), it is not clear how to compute a schedule for a given DPG-even a suboptimal one-efficiently simply because the size of the output may be extremely large. It seems unlikely that the compaction provided by DPGs can always be translated to a similar compaction when describing their corresponding schedules. Thus, even if enough processors are available the question remains how they can synchronize their individual work in order to cooperatively schedule the DPG fast. In this section, we will investigate this problem and show that very little synchronization is actually necessary. A good schedule based on the overlap notion as described in the previous sections can be constructed by a massive-parallel machine in a highly distributive fashion. Since the length of this schedule provides a reasonable approximation for the optimum, the DPG can then be executed efficiently. In parallel, each processor executes the execution instances of the partial schedule it has computed in the construction phase. This can even be done in a quasi on-line fashion intertwining the computation and the execution of each individual partial schedule.
More precisely, we will make the bound of Corollary 4.6 constructive showing that the execution of a program specified by an arbitrary PAR-output DPG can be computed in a distributive fashion such that each subrun is of quadratic size at most. Remember that for DPGs without mode restrictions such runs may not exist (Proposition 3.4).
In the following, we will only consider DPGs with a single sink s and leave the obvious extensions to the multiple sink case to the reader. It has already been observed that the maximum size of a set W (v) of execution instances for a node v, i.e., µ(G), can be computed sequentially in polynomial time. The method to compute a schedule is based on the reduction described in the previous sections. µ(G) processors P 1 , . . . , P µ(G) are used where each processor P i takes a different execution instance t i of the sink and computes a corresponding subrun R(t i ) = (W i , F i ). These subruns may intersect, but they are constructed in such a way that the composition (
After having determined R(t i ) the processor P i computes a single-processor schedule for R(t i ).
We will now describe a recursive strategy to generate the subruns for G. Each P i starts with a copy of G. In the first step G is simplified by the transformations A up to E generating the DPG G := g E (g D (g C (g B (g A (G)))) ).
Next, G with nodes V and edges E is split into an even part G even and an odd part G odd as in the previous section. For this split operation we will denote the nodes of G by v i,j and u k as quoted in property (E). Let u be a new node not in V with input mode PAR and define the subgraphs by
The size of both graphs is polynomially bounded in the size of G. It holds µ(G odd ) 2 and µ(G even ) µ(G)/2. They can be generated in sequential polynomial time.
For the splitting operation we define mappings g even , g odd analogously to the transformations above, and inversesḡ odd ,ḡ even . Note that the functionḡ odd (respectivelyḡ even ) does not cover the graph G by its own, whereasḡ odd (E odd ) andḡ even (E even ) provide an exact edge cover of G when adding the edge (v 1,1 , u 2 ).
In order to construct a run for a DPG G each processor P i first computes the two split graphs G even and G odd and stores the inverse transformationsḡ A toḡ E andḡ odd ,ḡ even . In the recursive step, the first := µ(G even ) processors compute a run H 1 = (W 1 , F 1 ) for the left copy G 1 of G even , and the second processors a run H 2 = (W 2 , F 2 ) for the right copy G 2 of G even . Furthermore, each processor P 1 , . . . , P µ(G) computes a run H 3 = (W 3 , F 3 ) for G odd and indicates the two execution instances in W 3 (v i,j ) with odd i and j by t 1,i,j and t 2,i,j . This naming can be done consistently by all processors simultaneously.
By induction we assume that each processor P 1 , . . . , P generates a subrun R 1 (t i ) of a sink of G 1 such that the union of these subruns is a run H 1 for G 1 , and similarly each processor P +1 , . . . , P 2· a subrun R 2 (t i ) of H 2 . Now, each of the first processors replaces the direct successors of execution instances in W 1 (u) by the corresponding execution instances t 1,i,j , and each of the second processors the direct successors of execution instances in W 2 (u) by the corresponding execution instances t 2,i,j . Furthermore, for W 1 (u 2 ) = {t 1,2 } each processor P 1 , . . . , P adds the edge (t 1,1,1 , t 1,2 ) to its graph, and processors P +1 , . . . , P 2· the edge (t 2,1,1 , t 2,2 ) if W 2 (u 2 ) = {t 2,2 }. Let us denote the resulting graphs by R 1 , . . . , R 2· . The construction of G even from G implies
If µ(G ) equals the larger value the last processor P 2· +1 only computes the run H 3 of G odd . By induction it follows that H 3 contains a subrun for a sink execution instance of G in this case. Let R 2· +1 be this subgraph of H odd , and consider the union From the construction of G it follows that its run does not contain multiple edges. Furthermore, the subgraphs R i are not disjoint, they might have overlapping nodes as well as edges. Analogously to Section 6 it follows that H is a run for G with at most log 2 µ(G )-overlap.
Assume that for the subruns of G 1 and G 2 and the run of G odd mappings are given that transform execution instances and edges to the corresponding nodes and edges of the DPGs. Then, one can locally generate the subruns of a run of G by using the inverse functionsḡ odd ,ḡ even , . . . ,ḡ A step by step such that each processor P i computes one subrun R(t i ) for a sink t i as well as the inverse elements for nodes and edges of this subrun. As in the proof of Theorem 6.3 it follows that the run constructed this way is at most log µ(G)-overlapping. Since in each recursive step the value of µ(G) decreases by a factor of two the number of iterations is bounded by log µ(G) |G|. Without bothering about architectural details of the parallel machine model-for example, one could choose any standard variant of a parallel random access machine or a network of processors-we can conclude that every processor can perform its computation in polynomial time, hence: Let us finally point out that this result provides a fast parallel approximation to an N EX PT IME-hard problem, namely the problem to compute an optimal schedule for a compactly specified parallel program.
Conclusion
Dynamic process graphs are a useful tool to specify parallel programs in a compact way. The compaction ratio, respectively the blow-up when unfolding the specification to an actual run of the program can be exponential. In previous work we have shown that determining the minimum schedule length for DPGs is a N EX PT IME-complete problem, even when we restrict the class of graphs to PAR-output DPGs [4, 5] .
In this paper we have shown that for PAR-output DPGs the maximum size of a subrun provides an approximation for the optimal schedule length-it can be bounded quadratically in the size of the representation. This improves significantly the best possible general upper bound for the unrestricted class of DPGs which is exponential.
Our technical tool to obtain this bound is a careful analysis of the maximum overlap between different subruns that cannot be avoided. This linear upper bound may not be tight, but a precise analysis of overlap that cannot be avoided seems complicated. We have not even succeeded to design a DPG requiring overlap 2. Furthermore, how can one efficiently recognize DPGs which possess non-overlapping runs and can one find such runs fast? Theorems A and B imply that for certain DPGs the number of different runs can be double exponential. Therefore, a brute-force search will be inefficient.
The upper bound has also been made constructive. For PAR-output DPGs we have described a fast parallel algorithm to construct a low overlapping run and an appropriate schedule. Because of the possibly exponential blowup of runs extensive parallelism may be necessary in order to achieve time efficiency. The parallel algorithm does not require much synchronization between processors, thus these problems can be solved in a highly distributive fashion. For a highly intractable optimization problem this algorithm provides a fast and reasonably precise approximation-a linear approximation ratio compared to the obvious exponential bound.
It remains an open problem to find other natural structural properties of DPGs and runs that may yield better approximations for their minimum schedule.
